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Physics motivation

Nuclear Parton Distribution
Function for gluon [3]

In heavy-ion collisions at the LHC, the ALICE experiment is studying nuclear matter at very high energy densities where the formation
of a Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) is expected. Quarkonium production is an important probe to characterize the properties of the QGP [1].
Since 2010, the LHC delivered Pb-Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV, pp collisions at various energies and, in 2013, p-Pb collisions at
√sNN = 5.02 TeV. The J/ψ production in Pb-Pb per binary nucleon-nucleon collision has been found to be suppressed as compared to its
production in pp collisions [2]. A part of the suppression may come from initial and/or final-state cold nuclear matter (CNM) effects such
as shadowing [3,4,5], gluon saturation [6,7,8], coherent energy loss [9], multiple scattering [10], comovers [11]. Measurements of J/ψ
production in p-Pb collisions as a function of rapidity, transverse momentum and centrality allow to quantify the amount of initial and/or
final-state effects related to CNM that are largely unknown at LHC energies. For a recent review, see [12].
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ALICE experiment

J/ψ cross-section measurements
σpPb = NJ/ψ / ( BR・Lint ・Aε )

[13]

!

Dimuon decay channel (-4 < η < -2.5): muon tracking and trigger,
absorbers
Dielectron decay channel (|η| < 0.9): ITS and TPC
Triggers: V0A & V0C (& muon trigger)
Centrality of the collision estimated from the energy deposited in
the neutron ZDC (ZN) [14]

Rapidity shift
N-N cms system shifted by
Δy = 0.465 in the p-going
direction
Dimuon: -4.46 < ycms < -2.96
(Pb-going direction) and
2.03 < ycms < 3.53 (p-going
direction)
Dielectron: -1.37 < ycms < 0.43
!

Yield extraction
Event mixing technique or
unlike-sign dilepton
invariant mass fit

!

Published in [17]

Branching ratio
BRJ/ψ→µ+µ− = (5.93± 0.03)%
BRJ/ψ→e+e− = (5.97± 0.03)%
!

Luminosity
Lint = NMB / σMB [15]
!

Acceptance and efficiency
corrections (Aε)
pT and y tuned to measured
spectra assuming
unpolarized J/ψ
No dependence on event
multiplicity

Published in [19]

Modification of J/ψ production by nuclear effects
Nuclear modification factor vs. y and pT [16,17]
RpPb = YpPb / ( <TpPb>・BR・σpp ) with YpPb = NJ/ψ / ( Aε・NMB )

Nuclear modification factor vs. ZN centrality class and pT [19]
QpPb = YpPb / ( <TpPb>・BR・σpp )

<TpPb> average nuclear overlap function
σpp interpolated at √s = 5.02 TeV [18]

Possible bias in the <TpPb> evaluation in ZN class, hence the QpPb notation
p-going direction

pT broadening [19]
<p2T>pPb - <p2T>pp

Forward to Backward ratio [16]
RFB(y) = σpPb (y) / σpPb (-y)

Pb-going direction

RpPb vs. pT also at mid-rapidity

Models
CEM+EPS09 NLO (Vogt) [4]
ELoss (Arleo et al.) [9]
Mult.Scatt. (Kang et al.) [10]

Comovers (Ferreiro) [11]
CEM+CGC (Fuji et al.) [6]
NRQCD+CGC (Ma et al.) [7]
CEM+CGC (Ducloué et al.) [8]
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CNM effects in Pb-Pb

Factorization of CNM effects in
Pb-Pb implies [4,5,9]:
CNM
RPbPb(y) = RpPb(y) x RpPb(-y)
In [4], one finds:
RCNM
PbPb(2.5<y<4, √sNN = 2.76 TeV)
⋍ RpPb(2<y<3.5, √sNN = 5 TeV) ×
RpPb(-4.5<y<-3, √sNN = 5 TeV)

Extrapolation of CNM effects
from p-Pb to Pb-Pb:
a data-driven approach

!

Factorization not formally
established: interference effects
between the two nuclei could
prevent it (see e.g. [20])

Published in [17]
also at mid-rapidity

Conclusions
The measurements in p-Pb collisions of inclusive J/ψ
production as a function of y, pT and the centrality of
the collision show no suppression w.r.t. to pp
collisions at large pT, backward y and in peripheral
collisions within the measured uncertainties. In
contrast, a suppression up to 45% is observed at
forward y and low pT and in the most central
CNM
collisions. An estimated RPbPb from the p-Pb
measurements shows a different pT dependence w.r.t.
RPbPb suggesting a suppression (an enhancement)
from hot nuclear matter effects at large (low) pT.

